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The EOS Storage System
The EOS project started in April 2010 at CERN in the IT-DSS group.
The main design target is to provide cost-effective and large disk-only
storage space with configurable reliability for analysis use cases with
low-latency data access. The current production system which is
divided into three instances corresponding to the ALICE, ATLAS and
CMS experiments is managing 9100 JBOD disks and 16 PB of raw disk
space. All files are currently stored with two replicas reducing the
logical space by a factor 2.

Storage Optimization Triangle
Max. Performance

Area of Development: Redundancy algorithms such as Reed-Solomon codes allow
improvements in both space efficiency and reliability at the same time. They are
characterized by redundancy parameters (m,k), m indicating the number of data disks, k
the parity disks.
Minimal Cost

Maximal Availability

Redundant Array of Independent Disks
RAID technology is used to protect storage filesystems against failures of single or multiple Disks
depending on the RAID configuration. A widely used standard is RAID-6 allowing for double disk
failures without data loss. A rebuild of a failed disk involves all disks within an array. However - the
rebuild time increases with the number of disks in that failure group. EOS at CERN does not
configure RAID arrays on storage nodes.

RAID vs RAIN
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Redundant Array of Inexpensive Nodes

RAIN DP

RAIN technology is used to protect storage systems against failures of single or multiple disk and
server nodes. Redundancy is applied at block or file level. Increasing the size of node failure
groups allows scaling the rebuild performance independent of the redundancy parameters (m,k). A
further advantage is that block-level checksumming allows recovery of bit-level corruptions - not
only full device failures. EOS combines redundancy file layouts with block-checksumming.
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RAIN Implementation
The EOS file layout driver splits files into 1M blocks and distributes
over m stripes. k parity stripes are computed and stored on
additional nodes. Each Stripe is stored together with a block
checksum file which is memory mapped on the storage server when
the stripe is opened. Each stripe file begins with a header describing
the stripe contents, block size etc.
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The client-server framework used in EOS is based on
XRootD. The XRootD server provides a plug-in
mechanism used for the implementation of file and
directory IO interfaces. A file layout plug-in can be
placed on the client side - or on server side with one
server acting as a gateway to distributed file fragments.
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Dual parity RAID computation is based on pure XOR operations and is implemented in EOS. Reed-Solomon computations are based on the ZFEC library.

RAIN Algorithms

Checksum Performance
Benchmark on 8-Core Xeon 2.27 GHz
12x4 GB, DDR3 1 GHz RAM
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eoscp is a file copy tool with RAIN
plug-ins. It allows to create and
reassemble RAIN file fragments.
eoscp is also used to recover in
case of corruptions.
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File Upload Benchmark using eoscp RAIN IO
driver and localhost XrootD server

Parallel Threads/Processes

Adler32* allows to compute adler32 checksums for unordered block sequences based on LIBZ.
CRC32 is based on LIBZ.
SHA1 & MD5 based on OpenSSL.
CRC32C is the MIT/Intel implementation of a hardware accelerated SSE4.2 CRC32C codec.
Factor

All Algorithms scale linear with
the number of core’s.
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RAIN Technology is a promising tool to improve reliability, space efficiency, IO performance for streaming
and random IO. Benchmark results are promising and the next major EOS release will contain a production version of
the RAIN IO drivers using a new XRootD client and the required operational tools to evaluate production performance.

